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Going to the Ends of the Earth...
to Glimpse the Beginnings of TIme 
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WMAP: 1O smoothingPOLARBEAR-1: 3.5’
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The POLARBEAR Cosmic Microwave Background Telescope                                                                                                                                        
UCSD, Berkeley, Colorado, Japan

• Measure the mass of neutrinos
• Measure physics at the GUT scale
immediately after the Big Bang 10-35s

Support: NSF, Simons Foundation

• 150 GHz 
Bolometer 
operating at 025 
Kelvin (fabricated 
at Nano3).

• Most sensitive 
detectors of 
mm-wave 
radiation ever 
built.

World’s highest observatory: 
17,200’ in the Atacama Desert.

Deepest maps of the 
embryonic universe



Grading
• Homework 30% 

• Midterm Exam 20%, 11/06/2013 in class

• Class Participation 10%, in class, every class!

• Final Exam 40% (on 12/10/2013 at 11am-2:30p) 

• For both homework and exams (and class participation) I give lots of partial 
credit!

• For homework, you may obtain help from any source (except solutions to 
the homework!) . You must write up your submission. 

• A crib sheet (size 8.5”x11”) in your own handwriting may be 
used at the mid-term and final examinations, which are, 
otherwise, closed book. 

• UCSD’s Policy on Academic Integrity must be observed. See: http://
senate.ucsd.edu/manual/appendices/app2.htm

• Course Text: David Griffiths, Introduction to Quantum Mechanics, (Pearson 
Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, 2005), 2nd edition. Most of the 
homework problems will be assigned from Griffiths.





We study the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) 

• We take the Universe’s “Baby Picture”!

• We build high-precision optics, 
detectors and cryogenics.

• We deploy them to cool places 
(literally) such as the South Pole,  
Chile’s Atacama Desert & outer space.



• It’s impossible to do true 
experiments:  “What would happen to 
our galaxy if we turned up the 
temperature of each star?”

• At least astronomy has statistics: many 
sets of stars, galaxies, galaxy clusters...

• But in cosmology, we only have one 
universe!

• More like paleontology  - studying a 
relict that traveled through time.

• Actually,  more like corrupt archeology 
-- our relict got contaminated by 
Raiders!

Astronomy is taxing...Cosmology can be harder



Old, far away

Close, new



Old, far away

Close, new



Just like digging for fossils, the farther away something is the older it is…

Close = New

Far = Old

Farther = Oldest!

Time and Distance



The speed of light 
(c) is large but finite.

c = 300,000 km/sec 
(186,000 miles/sec).

Telescopes are time-machines!!



• The speed of light is 1 Billion feet per second.

• How far away is 1 Billion feet? About 186,000 
miles.

• The moon is approximately 250,000 miles away 
from earth.

• How long does it take for light from the moon to 
reach earth? About 1.5 seconds.



Which takes longer?

93 Million Miles

1/4 Millio
n Miles

Sun to the Earth, Earth to Moon



Consider the Mayfly...

Baetis tricaudatus
The lifespan of an adult mayfly is very short and varies 
depending on the species. The primary function of the adult is 
reproduction; the mouthparts are vestigial, and the digestive 
system is filled with air.

Some male mayflies live only about 8 minutes!



Now consider two Mayflies, born at the same time, 
but separated at birth:

It takes 8.3 minutes for light from the Sun to reach Earth



If you see the one on the Sun alive, the one on the Moon will 
be dead! Farther away things are seen as being younger.

Now consider two Mayflies, born at the same time, 
but separated at birth:


